Housing Resources Guide

New York University Resources

Faculty Housing - Main NYU Faculty Housing page

Accommodation of Disability (University Housing) - How to go about requesting accommodations if you are living in faculty housing at NYU

Sublet Listing Subscription Form - Receive emails with possible sublets by signing up on the NYU Sublet Listing Subscription Form

HERE Advantage Program - Higher Education Real Estate Advantage Program (HERE Advantage). If you are looking to purchase this resource provides customer service and professional advice to our faculty to assist in navigating the increasingly challenging New York City housing real estate market

Outside Resources

Find The Best Suburb | The Suburban Jungle Group - Broad website that includes NYC as an option, however does not include NJ or CT. Helps identify what neighborhood may be a good option for you

SabbaticalHomes.com - Academic Home Rental Exchange Sitting est 2000 - academic community's resource for home rentals, home exchanges, house sitting and home sharing opportunities. You can search by university, city, etc. for options.

Blog Redesign: Welcome to One Block Over | StreetEasy - features a very accessible neighborhood guide that covers all of NYC. Provides tips and advice about New York living as well as understanding of good deals.

New York Housing Resources - New York State Housing resources, some of which are relevant to NYC and support for everything living in NYC

NYT Real Estate - Look for a rental or purchase property by searching by preferred location

Short-Term Rentals are available without paying a hefty finder's fee. Try the following resources.

- Cyber Rentals Vacation Properties
- No Fee Rentals
- Rent Hop
- Sublet.com provides listings of apartments directly from owners. Easily accessible information about neighborhoods.
- Vacation Rentals by Owner
• Urban Sherpa is a free, real-time database of no fee rental apartments in Manhattan with market statistics and trends.

Government Resources

Tenants Rights - Know your rights and responsibilities as a tenant in NYC

Senior Citizen Rent Increase Exemption (SCRIE) - SCRIE helps eligible senior citizens stay in affordable housing with a rent freeze

NYC and NJ Housing Rights

NYC and NJ Housing Rights - Understand your housing rights when it comes to renting in New York or New Jersey

NYC Rent Guidelines Board - Details fair housing rights, and provides resources on renting and buying in New York City

Articles

Things to consider when moving to NYC - Helps you consider what things you should think about when choosing where to live, what type of apartment to rent or buy, and what your needs may be when it comes to a place to live.

Should you move to New York City? - Another article about things you may not have considered when it comes to moving to New York City from transit to neighborhoods to raising a family.

Moving Tips for Pets - Things to keep in mind when it comes to bringing your pet on a move. This may help you consider the many pieces that come along with bringing your furry family member with you.